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ORDER

Dt.

19

Sub: Detailed guidelines & Procedure for Billing of Grid
Interactive Distributed Renewable Energy Generating
Systems.

Ref: COMML.JDP/979 issued vide No.JdVVNL/MD/CE(HO)JSE
(RA&C)/JU/2021-22/D. 1131 Dt. 23.09.2021.
The detailed guidelines & Procedure for Net Metering and Grid
Connectivity of Grid Connected Rooftop & Small Solar Photovoltaic Systems have
been issued vide Comml. Order as referred above and corrigendum order No. 982
D. no. 1297 dt. 25.10.21. Accordingly, the detailed guidelines & procedure tor
Billing regarding Grid Interactive Distributed Renewable Energy Generating
Systems are hereby laid down as under:
-

1.

General:

-

The RERC (Grid Interactive Distributed Renewable Energy
Generating Systems) Regulations, 2021guidelines shall be applicable to all Grid
interactive Distributed Renewable Energy generating systems that are
commissioned on or after 15" September 2021. These guidelines shall apply to
a.

e
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b. Net Metering Arrangements where agreement is done on or before
15th September 2021, shall be governed under Net Metering Regulations,
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k. The banking of energy units is not applicable in this scheme.
l. The audit wing shall arrange to ensure 100% audit of billing and
payments relating to such consumers.
In the event of net meter becomes
consumer
stopped/Burnt/defective or cease to function, the concerned
shall immediately be informed by the concerned subdivision office
through system generated SMS (Message) and notice within 7 days. The
consumers shall amange for providing of new meter with requisite testing
fees within 7 days of issue of notice for replacement, otherwise
considered till the
adjustment of units exported to JdVVNL shall not be
meter in question is arrange for replacement. The concerned Subdivision
öffice shall arrange of replacement or removal of defective meter as per
m.

Defective Meters:

the provisions

-

of TCOS-2021.

2. Meter reading:

-

a. Meter readings shall be taken monthly by
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consumer accounts by concerned ARO and
and net
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3.

Billing:
a.
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Billing of Net Metering Consumers

and Net
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shall be done manually as directed earlier on monthly basis.

The difference of Net Imported units (Total
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the
billing period and export units shall be treated as Net Import by
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Energy Charges:

-
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consumers and energy charges shall be calculated on net energy imported by
the consumers during the billing period.

C. In addition of energy charges, fixed charges, shunt capacitor
and government levivs
surcharge, power factor surcharge, demand surcharge
i.e, UC/WCC (which ever and wherever applicable) shall also be payable
and the same shall be computed on the basis
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D. Electricity Duty shall be chargeable in accordance with Chairman
Discoms order no. 117 dt. 30.06.2021 on consumption of self-generatvd
solar power plants.
energy in respect of energy generated through captive
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transaction code 79.
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Fuel Surcharge: -Fuel Surcharge is leviable on net import units.

g. Net Metering Arrangements:

-

the quantum of electricity exported by a domestic category
consumer exceeds the quantum imported during the Billing Period:
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The excess quantum exported during billing period by such
domestic consumer shall be purchased by the Discom at the

prevailing rates.
The total amount arrived for excess energy injected by such
consumer shall be adjusted in the form of credit equivalent 0
such amount payable in the energy bill.
Provided further that in case of consumers other than domestic
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category, the net surplus electricity remaining available
end of billing period of the respective category shall lapse and
no payment shall be made for the same.
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e The Discom shall raise its bill for the net electricity
consumption after adjusting the credited/export units.
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Reporting:
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All ARO's

(Dr S

N
Chief Controller of Accounts
Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur
ation and necessary action:
Copy to the following for inform

-

The Zonal Chief Engineer ( ), Jdvvnl,
2. The Chief Accounts Officer (B&R), Jdvvnl, Todhpur.
Jdvvnl
3. The Superintending Engineer (CC/DC/O&M),
onward transmission among officers under his jurisdiction.
1.

Tor

4. The

SE (IT), Jdvvnl, Jodhpur for uploading

the order on the website of

Jodhpur. Discom.
counts Officer (____), Jdvvnl,
5. The Sr. Accounts Officer/Ac
vvnl, Jodhpur.
6. TA to MD/ PA to Director (Tech./Fin.),Jd
7.

M/s SANDS, Jodhpur.

Chief Controfer Meeounts
Jodhpur Discom, Jodhpur

